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DERBY V2.0
One of only a few teams to
play their original Round 4
match, Lovies Orange took on
Rhodri and Marco's Blue for a
second time in the Round 10
blockbuster

PRESSO NIGHT
Find out how you can attend
our COVID-safe Presentation
Night

COMPETITION
TABLES
With only 1 round left, see
who's in the running for the *
titles of 2020

ON THE COVER
Patrick Doyle all
tuckered out after an
emphatic 9-1 win in his
CLM4 match against
Lanyon
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THE PRESIDENT'S
ADDRESS

by Harrison Vlahos

Welcome to the last ordinary SCUM of the
year. I want to start off by thanking everyone
for continuing to stick to our COVID plan, let’s
finish on a high note by making sure we don’t
become lax. A full copy of our COVID plan (and
heaps of other cool stuff) can be found on the
club website. Speaking of, ANU FC hoodies are
now for sale ($50) on the club’s shop on the
website. Limited stock so get in ASAP.

the Associations Incorporations Act. We
left the clauses in however so if a future
committee decides to re-incorporate
constitutional changes won’t be necessary;
3.We have updated parts of our constitution
to keep up with our associated body (ANU
Sport);
4.We have corrected typos, references, and
procedures.
We look forward to hearing any feedback from
Moving on to end of year events for the club. our members.
The club’s AGM will be held on 3 October 2020.
If normal quorum is not met, the AGM will be On to more light-hearted stuff. Given the lack
moved to the same night as presentation night, of final series for most competitions this year
with a required quorum of 15 members. we are planning on hosting an intra club
Presentation night and possibly the AGM will tournament on 10th October. Info is available
be held on 10 October 2020, with a limit of 100 in this SCUM and on our website. Registration
seats due to the ACT’s COVID restrictions. In is available here . If after all this you are still
the interest of fairness, we have allocated hungry for more football, the famous Pat
every team 5 tickets (which needs to include Holloway is once again organising the Summer
the coach). If you can’t fill 5 tickets (shame!) 9s men’s/mixed competitions.
please let us know so we can offer them to
another team. As we don’t want any team Lastly, I want to ask for anyone who wants to
members to miss out, we will be adding $200 join the club committee at this AGM to please
to the coaching honorariums for team dinners. contact the club. There are always jobs to go
around, some which are flexible. So, if you
At this year’s AGM, the committee is asking the have even an hour to spare a week, step up.
club to approve the proposed amendments We will be running an end of year survey to
made to the constitution. The proposed see how we can improve player experiences
changes can be found attached to the AGM and club governance, so please take 5 minutes
notice and are linked in this SCUM. The to fill it out and get your voice heard.
committee’s reasons behind the proposed
changes are as follows:
I will save the sentimentalities for the end of
1. Some incidents that came up this year year SCUM address, but I want to thank
highlighted the necessity to update the everyone for their help and patience in what
information in the constitution on how the was a difficult year. Everyone’s help is what
committee should act;
made the difference between a difficult year
2. ANU FC is no longer incorporated, and as and a disastrous year. I hope everyone has a
such we have removed all references to
safe and enjoyable off-season.
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STUDS Make it 6-in-a-row
State League 3R Round 9
ANUFC Blue vs Woden
Royal Mint Oval
Saturday 12th September 1pm
The ANUFC STUDS came to the Mint Oval on a
5-game streak looking to continue their
winning form. Having defeated the other
Woden team in a somewhat unconvincing 1-0
match the previous week, feelings were
somewhat tentative as the STUDS faced up
against the Woden team which had been their
footballing rivals time and time again. With
regular keeper Nicky Dean still battling
potential knee amputation and reliable
replacement Matt Faulkner out of town, the
team turned to super-sub Richard “Richie”
Naumovski to handle matters between the
posts while the remainder of the squad
focussed on the task at hand.
Losing the toss set the stage for the opening
passages of play, as the STUDS found
themselves struggling to find stability. These
struggles were especially realised when
Woden found an all-too- easy passing move
through the ANUFC defence and placed a ball
past the near post to take the lead after only 8
minutes. Having now sufficiently warmed-up,
the guys set about shutting down attempted
attacks and constantly threatening with quick
counters. It seemed an inevitability that we
would be able to capitalise on the multiple
corners and set pieces we had been earning

and, before half-time had been blown, the
STUDS had scored twice through the efforts of
goal-hungry Damien “Damo” Carroll and goalsurprised Sundeep “Sundo” Kesavadas.
After losing players to other commitments at
half-time, the remaining 11 players set about
the second half to finish what was started. The
change in direction also brought about a
change in match dynamic as the STUDS were
able to quickly settle into their somewhat
mandatory roles and were completely
dominated play in the second half. Finding an
excess of time and space, the STUDS balls to
feet well and were rewarded with another
goal, with SL3 ring-in Thomas Cherian
providing the tap in off a beautiful Paul “Big
Geech” McGeachie free-kick delivery. Seeing
the writing on the wall, the Woden substitutes
and supporters tried to s***-talk their way
back into the game but were ultimately unable
to leave any mark on the game which their own
players had all but given up on.
All and all a beautiful day, a great performance,
and a very satisfying game of football to win.
- Jonathon Lieschke

FINAL SCORE
ANUFC 3 - 1 Woden
SCORERS
Damien Carroll
Sundeep Kesavadas
Thomas Cherian
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Aficionados of Canberran amateur football had
keenly anticipated this encounter between ANU
FC 13 and Weston-Molongo FC 8. As the season
has unfolded, both teams have established
themselves as heavyweights of Community
League Men’s Division 4 with identical 4-1
records.
This six-pointer began in inauspicious
circumstances as ANU-13 goal keeper Peter
Philippa’s car broke down en route to the game.
This calamity was compounded by the total
absence of pitch markings after torrential
August rains. After watching our players
outline the 18- yard boxes with cones, WM-8
sensed weakness and dominated the early
exchanges as ANU-13 struggled to establish a
foot-hold in the game. Peter’s arrival 10
minutes into the first half was crucial, as he
was instantly called into action producing a
string of excellent saves. This goal-keeping
replacement allowed Jack Mendham to return
to the heart of the defence alongside Marcus
Alim, adding some much-needed impetus to
quell Weston-Molonglo’s opening salvo.
At the 30-minute mark, Coach Greg Kelley
implemented wholesale changes which yielded
instant dividends. Moments later, two
substitutes combined to score the opening goal
for ANU-13. The ever-dangerous Vedant Shah
broke free down the left wing before cutting it
back to the seldom-dangerous Paddy Ball
loitering at the top of the box. Much to the
surprise of himself, and everyone else in

FINAL SCORE
ANUFC 2 - 1 Weston
SCORERS
Patrick Ball ('35)
Tom Cowen ('73)

CLM4 White Masterclass
Community League Round 7
ANUFC vs Weston-Molonglo
Lyneham 207
Saturday 29th August 11am
attendance, Paddy Ball gave the keeper no
chance by emphatically dispatching a firsttime effort into the top right-hand corner of
the net. Parity was quickly restored however as
missed tackles in the midfield allowed WestonMolonglo to break free, and confusion in the
back-line led to ANU-13 conceding only their
third goal all season.
In the second half, the extra fitness of ANU-13’s
well-stocked bench began to show as WM-8
wilted under the midday sun. The pace and
tenacity of Tom Cowen had caused the portly
opposition centre backs problems all
afternoon. With 20 minutes to go, Tom got the
chance his endeavour deserved, latching onto a
beautifully weighted through ball from
midfield maestro Sam Long and slotting it past
a helpless keeper. The final 20 minutes saw
ANU-13 spurn multiple golden opportunities to
put the game beyond WM-8. Fortunately, ANU13’s well organised defence put their bodies on
the line, limiting the opposition to rare half
chances as ANU-13 claimed all three points.
This hard- fought win sets up next week’s
mouth-watering clash against league leaders
ANU-14 for the top spot in Division 4. An
exceptionally lack-lustre rendition of the “ANU
Victory Song” to finish proceedings was a clear
indication that this team already have their
minds on this potential title decider.
- Paddy Ball
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PARTNERS

We are on the lookout for sponsors
for the 2021 season. If you or
somebody
you
know
may
be
interested in sponsoring us, please
send
an
email
to
sponsorship@anufc.org.au requesting
a copy of our 2021 Sponsorship
Prospectus.

DID YOU KNOW?
ANUFC
are
committed
to
the
elimination of racial discrimination in
football – including direct and indirect
racism, racial vilification and
harassment. The committee recently
resolved to have an anti-racism policy
which is available on our website at
anufc.org.au/club-documents. If you
have experienced racism during club
organised activities, the committee has
the responsibility to investigate the
incident in accordance with our
complaints policy.

PRESENTATION
NIGHT

The fan-favourite Presentation Night
will be held on 10th October at 6:30pm
at Hellenic Club in Woden. Due to COVID
restrictions, all indoor gatherings are
limited to 100 people. Due to this
capacity constraint, the committee has
resolved to distribute 5 tickets to each
of our 19 teams, with 1/5 tickets
dedicated to coaches. Each coach will be
responsible for distributing their 4
remaining tickets. The event will be livestreamed on our Facebook for those that
cannot attend.
Tickets will be $30 and include a 3course meal. If you are given a ticket,
payment details will be provided by your
coach, with payment required by COB
30th September.
If you have any questions or dietary
requirements, please email our events
manager Ryan at events@anufc.org.au.

MERCHANDISE

$20

$10

$15

$20

Get your gear from the ANUFC
shop at
anufc.org.au/merchandise
$50
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Derby v2.0
State League 2R Round 10
ANUFC Blue vs ANUFC Orange
Lyneham 207
Saturday 19th September 1pm
This felt like a seismic moment for the ANU
Orange. The tense sideline pacing of Orange
forward Dan Blair in the closing minutes
certainly suggested so. A second victory
against the Rhodri Davies’s ANU Blue in 2020
would stand out as the finest moment of Ryan
Lovie’s managerial career and has fueled the
sense that maybe, just maybe, these lads
might actually be the fiercest team he’s ever
coached.
A special mention to Felix Freckmann’s SL2
team. Oliver Carr, Rhys McMahon, Lochie Pino,
Grant Brown and Freckmann himself all lacing
up to help out with subs. And an extra special
mention to the ANU Vegetables. Who managed
to mix up their net duty which resulted in a late
kick off and no nets set up on Lyneham 207.
Three cheers for Community League! Hip! Hip!

The nets are put up by home side Orange
seconds before a proper, full blooded, derby
match of authentic football kicks off!
The shape of the game was worrying from its
early stages. Blue were sharper and more
cohesive. Orange key attacking threats –
Timothy Brown, Samuel ‘Mouse’ Edwards and
Charlie ‘Eric’ Thaxter – struggled to impose
themselves.
Eventually, some great intricate interplay
occurs and it takes a stretching Anton Harper
pass through for Brown to blast wide. Signs are
showing that Orange are finding their rhythm.
Now Blue star forward Cameron Sambridge
helped off the field with a hamstring issue.
Was it the result of the vast and voracious
Orange right-back that is Kilian O’Donnell? It
would later be reported that Sambridge had
underestimated his morning Weet-Bix intake.
Grant Brown went a long way towards
justifying his position as Orange centre-back
replacement of Jared Holt. With an express
post delivery for the opening goal that landed
at Mouse’s feet for him to timidly walk into the
goals. It’s now one nil and you can feel the
sting in the air.
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Meetings of these two teams was never going
to pass without another incident. It’s the 38
minute mark mark and Blue defender James
Patterson is directed off the pitch for descent.
A subsequent 10 minute sin bin concluded, both
teams are shocked as the referees decision is
made quick.
Assistant coach Marco De Chang had no
problem with Patterson’s temporary dismissal
but said “Nowadays everybody wants to talk
like they got something to say. But nothing
comes out when they move their lips, just a
bunch of gibberish.” Were the Blues not
trailing, this would have been easier to
comprehend. The remaining minutes of the
half were not enough for Orange to capitalize
on the 10 men.

ball and is greeted by Bartone’s shoulder. By
now the homemade spice shelf has collapsed
and Blue begin to add more salt and pepper.
Yellow cards are handed out like napkins to
clean up the mess.
Suddenly a wild Pino appears... committing a
daring run into the box from a select through
ball. Leading to Lochie Pino being chopped
down faster than an orangutan in a rainforest.
The penalty spot is pointed to, calamity for
Blue. Up steps Orange centre-back Karl Peric
rising to deliver his first ANU goal with calm
and finesse. Gianluigi Buffon has missed his
flight and Orange take the advantage their play
merited.

The Second half commences and Blue begin
flirtation with the Orange goal. Delivering a
throw in of the highest quality bouncing past
the Orange defence. In this instance, Blue
forward Shohan De Silva fired the ball into the
net with ease. There it was, Denzel Washington
with a hammer, the equalizer.
A golden chance occurs for Blue after Orange
defender Max Moffatt raised his hands and
decided to praise the lord on the outside post.
It’s a clear handball. The blessing is given,
penalty.
Orange midfield pair Anton Harper and Dominic
Bartone, previous season players of the elite
Masters league, are glowing with intensity at
the peak of the match. Remarkably, Blue
forward Mohamad Elkheir claims “You’re too
old” at Bartone. The ANUFC veteran is in fact 50
years old, he has however maintained the legs
of a Roman gladiator. Elkheir later receives the

Orange goalkeeper Daniel Clink would later
sum up the whole event “I made beans for the
first time the other day. Baked beans. I never
realized how easy it was. Microwave. Two
minutes.”
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Elkheir ends up missing and rolling the ball
outside the post. Devastation sets in as the sky
turns overcast.

Subs are made as the clock is running down.
Blue win a corner and goalkeeper Joey
Mickleburgh is sent up into the Orange box.
This is it, the last great chance of the match.
A sight you don’t see every day, a goalkeeper is
up for the corner in the second last round of
the season. A season with no ladder kept and
no medal won in the end. Death or glory
becomes just another story.
Rhodri’s Blues tried really, really hard than the
final whistle blew loud and obnoxiously.
Elbows, grins and frowns are all met together
in harmony.
The record books will show a narrow win for
Orange when, in truth, they were the better
team by a considerable margin for a second
time. De Chang was perfectly candid when he
quoted Michael Owen “That would’ve been a
goal had it gone inside the post.”

“Everything in our favour was against us” the
Blue coach Davies said, “but that’s fine. We
can’t encapsulate a whole season in one game.
What it’s been so far is absolutely tremendous.
We are bitterly disappointed and we say that to
the supporters as well.”
The Blues have lost only one other match in
this eleven game season, being another
knockout defeat against Lovie’s Lads.
- Ryan Lovie

FINAL SCORE
Orange 2 - 1 Blue
SCORERS
Samuel Edwards ('35)
Karl Peric ('65)
MOTM: Samuel Edwards
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
The ANUFC Annual General Meeting (AGM) will be held on Saturday 3rd October at 5pm at the
Atlas room at the Hellenic Club in the City. The current constitution requires 1/3rd of members to
reach quorum. If this initial meeting does not meet quorum (which it cannot due to ACT
government COVID-19 restrictions), it will be postponed to the same time on the following
Saturday (presentation night). If this subsequent meeting again does not meet quorum after
thirty minutes, the members present (must be at least 15) shall constitute a quorum, and the
AGM can proceed. For those members that cannot attend, the AGM will be streamed live on our
Facebook page and you can still vote (by proxy, see below).

Nominations for all Committee Positions
Nominations for all Committee Positions are open - the positions available are:
President;
Vice-President;
Secretary;
Treasurer;
6 Ordinary Committee Members.
Nominations must be made in writing to secretary@anufc.org.au no later than Saturday 26
September. The club strongly encourages members who are committed and keen to give back to
the club to consider running for a position on the committee.
Nominations must include the candidate's full name and contact details, the position(s) for which
nomination is made and the signature of two other members of the club.

How to Vote by Proxy
If you are NOT attending the AGM and still wish to vote on the election of committee positions (if
contested) or on the Special Resolution to alter the Constitution, you have two options:
Submit your full name and your vote to the secretary at secretary@anufc.org.au. This vote
will be held in confidence and submitted on your behalf. Voting in this manner will be
accepted from the receipt of this email until the commencement of the AGM.
or
You may appoint a proxy. To do this, you must email the secretary at secretary@anufc.org.au
with the name of your proxy no later than 24 hours prior to the AGM. The notice appointing
the proxy must include your full name, the full name of the proxy member, an authorisation
for the proxy to vote in favour or against the resolution in question, the signature of the
voting member and the date of notice.
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SPECIAL RESOLUTION:
CONSITUTIONAL AMMENDMENTS
The ANUFC committee has proposed an amended constitution, to be voted on by members as a
special resolution at the AGM. The required 21 days notice was provided by the club secretary
Arthur, through an email to members on 11th September. The following are the primary reasons
why we initially considered making changes to the original constitution:
1. Two incidents in the last 12 months have required us to consult the constitution for guidance,
but the necessary information was missing (i.e. let the committee decide).
2. As of Nov-19, ANUFC is no longer incorporated. The most recent financial documents that we
have submitted to the ACT Registrar General were sent in 2010. The new constitution
removes the references to the Associations Incorporations Act, but includes all of the clauses
in the Act, so that re-incorporation later is simple.
3. The current constitution is a bare bones version of the model rules provided by Access
Canberra in accordance with the Act, and is missing many important parts.
4. The current constitution was implemented in 2004 after a push by ANU Sport for clubs to be
incorporated. It has not been amended or updated since that time.
A summary of changes, and a side-by-side comparison can be found here. Good governance
starts from the constitution. As a committee, we believe that the proposed changes only improve
on what we have currently, and in no way restricts the rights of members, amplifies the
responsibilities of members or removes benefits of membership. The committee as a whole
spent many meetings in heavy discussion for all of the proposed amendments. What we have
presented is a product of all the input we received, and we believe holistically represents all of
our membership.

COVID RETURN TO PLAY
ANUFC has a responsibility to protect not just the ANU football community, but the broader ANU
and ACT communities, and to assist in preventing any outbreaks of COVID-19 where possible.
The ANUFC Committee has developed our COVID-19 Return to Play Action Plan (Stage 2.2+). This
Plan has been developed in line with the ACT Government’s framework for community sporting
activity and has been approved by Capital Football and ANU Sport. This plan is the platform that
we will use to work through the easing of restrictions. The Committee encourages everyone to
become familiar with the information in the plan.
We as a football community – players, coaches, match officials, staff and volunteers – must play
a role if we are to help slow the spread of COVID-19. The club trusts its members to do the right
thing and make sensible choices.
ANU SCUM | 10
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Rain or Shine,
Belnorth Lose
State League 3 Round 10
ANUFC vs Belnorth
Willows 1
Saturday 19th September 3pm

It was a dominant first half performance from
the Oranje, who went into the second half with
a 2-0 lead.
The Oranje started the second half well. Jono
played, what he called, a well weighted
through ball, that was actually a 50-yard boot
of the ball from the Oranje’s own left-hand
corner, down the line to Adeeb on his
lonesome. Adeeb beat 3 defenders in slick
fashion to end up with a shot at a tight angle
that the opposing goalkeeper was lucky to
save. Fortunately, Xavier was ready for that
Penaldo finish, smashing home the rebound
from 6 yards.

SL3 (Oranje) faced Belnorth FC on a warm
Saturday afternoon at Willows 1. Having lost
their previous two matches, it was a good
opportunity for the Oranje to bounce back
against a team they had previously beaten 2-1
in torrential rain at Willows in Round 4. Prior to
kick-off, Dylan ‘Loudmouth’ Kim delivered an This was followed by a fourth goal soon after,
inspiring pep talk to fire up the boys, during with Adeeb once again being treated to a
delicious through ball from midfield, who
which he uttered no fewer than 24 F-bombs.
worked his way down into the 18 yard box
The game started with Belnorth controlling before unselfishly playing a cute square ball
possession, but they created few chances due across the face to an unmarked Josh ‘Jürgen
to a solid defensive effort from the Oranje. As Klopp’ Woodyatt, who placed the ball in
the first half progressed, the Oranje took between the goalkeepers legs to open his
control of the game. Jono ‘Lip Service’ Saunders account for the season. It is a wonder if his new
was at his aggressive best on the day, showing found skill had anything to do with his new
great physicality and endeavour throughout girlfriend watching from the touchline...
the contest, and even at one point offering the
referee some ‘friendly’ advice for missing a Belnorth clawed their way back into the
contest, scoring 2 goals in quick succession in
handball call.
the latter part of the second half, the second of
In form midfielder Xavier ‘Golden Child’ which came from a dubiously awarded penalty.
Ellingham was ever present during the game,
setting up Ilan ‘Loves a Ping from 30’ Labouze Belnorth continued to apply pressure in the
for a slick side-footed finish into the bottom remainder of the match, but the Oranje were
right-hand corner to open the scoring for the resilient in defence and did not concede again.
Oranje in the first half. The Oranje score a
second a soon after, as Xavier played a tasty It was arguably the best performance of the
through ball to Adeeb ‘I Got Dis’ Enayati, who season from the Oranje, with every player
having a good game. The highly coveted ‘Mars
finished emphatically from a tight angle.
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Bar Man of the Match’ award went to Alex ‘Cool
as a Cucumber’ Bajer, who had an excellent
performance in defence, preventing two goals
with clutch clearances from the goal line.
Special shoutout to Samuel ‘Referees better
than he plays’ Sheung who went a recordbreaking 90 minutes without a red card.
Moving up 5 divisions from the foot of the State
League pyramid, the win takes the Oranje to
much respectable 4 wins from 10 for the
season.
Next up, they face top of the table Brindabella
Blues FC in the final game of the season. With
Kieran ‘Mr. Commitment’ Connor dogging the
boys between the sticks for his IB buddies, the
Oranje will be looking to Eddy ‘Sergio Remero’
Chen to step up into the goalkeeping role
against Brindabella, and expect nothing less
than a hat-trick performance from the man.
- Ritwik Ganguly

FINAL SCORE
ANUFC 4 - 2 Belnorth
SCORERS
Ilann Labouze (10')
Adeeb Enayati (35')
Xavier Ellingham (50')
Joshua Woodyatt (70')

Community League 4 Round 10
Lyneham 208
Saturday 19th September 11am
Having started the season with a number of
disappointing results, the Onions have turned it
around in recent weeks, going into this clash
with 2 wins from the previous 3 matches. The
team's confidence was high and we turned up
with 4 substitutes whilst the opponents only
arrived with a full 11. The match started 15
minutes late whilst we waited for a member of
our team to run and get the nets. Once we kicked
off we dominated the majority of possession but
found it hard dealing with ADFA's pace on the
counter attack. The first half ended 0-0 with
both teams having little in the way of chances.
Following the break our team was quick to win a
penalty following a push in the box and our right
winger calmly converted it. 5 minutes later one
of our midfielders drove through the opposition
defence to score a great solo goal. The game
from then onwards saw us continue to control
possession. With 2 minutes left on the clock, the
opposite team converted on the counter, sliding
the ball past our goalkeeper. Immediately after
kickoff, our team launched the ball forward and
their centre back handled the ball inside the
penalty area. With the last kick off the game our
striker skied the shot well over the bar.
The 2-1 win left us all in high spirits for the last
match of the season. As a whole this
performance was one of the team's best in a
season that has taken a turn for the better in
recent weeks. With there being such a
discrepancy in the quality of teams in our league
between the top and bottom half of the table,
we are looking to finish mid-table.

MOTM: Alex Bajer
- Timothy Harris
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END OF SEASON TOURNAMENT
ANU Football Club are hosting an end-of-season small sided tournament to cap off
one of the most unique seasons the club has ever had. Participation is open to all
ANUFC members. When you register, tournament organiser Brett will place you in a
team to participate on the day.
You must bring a dark and light coloured shirt, as we cannot distribute/share bibs
due to COVID restrictions. Players can nominate one other club member to be on
your team (guaranteed only if the nomination is bilateral). Players can nominate
themselves as team captain. More info is available at anufc.org.au/sst.
When: 10th October 12:30pm - 4:30pm
Where: Willows Oval
Cost: FREE
How to register: please use the sign-up form AVAILABLE HERE.

END OF SEASON SURVEY
The club is running an end of season survey and is asking for submissions from all
of our members. It is of critical importance that every one of our members
complete the survey, as it informs the committee on how we run the club. The
survey is AVAILABLE HERE. The survey will take approximately 5 minutes to
complete, and covers the following areas:
Team Selection
Coaching
Refereeing
Training
Playing
Goalkeeping
Social Activities
Committee
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Emotional Injuries
Masters League 1 Round 10
ANUFC vs Weston
Kambah 303
Sunday 20th September 11am

comedy stylings of the referee. Check off freekick-awarded-to-ANU-and-quickly-taken-byWeston-for-a-goal off your 2020 bingo card if
you have it.
As this season winds down to it's nadir, the
bizzaro world of 2020 adds yet another
calamity, ANUFC M1 not making the finals. But
then, no one is. We're all mired on this floating
garbage fire together, scoring ludicrous goals
and attempting the same flows we always
have. But things are different now - the world
is ending and we have all ended up where we
started. At least take giddy delight in the fact
that Weston would have lost their preliminary
final to Burns and watched the Grand Final
from their couches again.

When people get into discussions about
scorelines not reflecting games, what do they
mean exactly? It's not as though teams try to
lose, say, 6-0. And on any other given day the
scoreline could have been different. What's the
telling factor? The wind? Rain? Sloping pitch? A
floating apparition of Steve Lazzari that haunts
our nightmares and appears from nowhere in ANU didn't deserve such a one-sided scoreline,
but did any of the teams who went before? It
the six-yard box to flick the ball in?
was suggested after the game that the cruel
A plan to neutralise the league's top goalscorer relief of relegation may beckon. Who knows?
(fact-check pending) was undone by Viet's first Nothing is real anymore and facts are
half calf-ouch! It was tireless versus effortless established by the first person to say
- ANU's positive passages always teetered on something.
the edge of a cliff and chances were rare, while
Weston moved the ball around so seamlessly it BREAKING NEWS: Buzz has committed his
future to Masters by signing a lifetime deal.
was as though they had done this before.
No, you're not imagining things; the tone of ANU played v Weston played better
these articles has been on the decline.
Somewhat downcast. I've noticed it, yet there's - Mark Shrewsbury
nothing much I can do about it. Where's the wit
and charm? The razor sharp humour. Like a
receding hairline, you know you'd rather things
were different, but all you can do is watch.

FINAL SCORE
ANUFC 0 - 6 Weston

Weston began to toy with ANU in the second
half, stretching team unity to its limit. Mosey
took umbrage with some of the team 'bantz',
and others were perplexed by the unusual
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Well it was a game of two halves, with a
spirited performance from the Culchies
(Gungahlin team). We started well with good
passing from the back and linking well up front
to create a number of decent half chances. The
ball was passed around with purpose, but we
were very unfortunate not to capitalise with a
goal at the early dominant stages of the game.
Your man (Chris Dryland) performed his usual
solid performance in goals. His kick out and
short game was great throughout. The boyos in
the back line did a decent job throughout the
game, special mention to your man Robbie
Mason and Greg Mathams who were getting
balls down the flanks, creating chances and
Put 'em Under Pressure on the Culchies.
The boyos in the middle of the park created
plenty of chances in the first half, with special
mention to your man (Simon Prasad) and your
other man (Hugh Paterson) who performed
well. Later in the first half, more chance was
created with Simo getting into good positions
to offload to the forward line. We were able to
convert two of these late chances just before
half time, your man (Ransome McLean) getting
onto the pass from a corner ball, flicking it into
the top corner of the goal. In quick succession
your other big man (Alfred Chidembo) was able
to put us up 2 nil up before the break. At the
break we were happy to be 2:0 up and we were
able to regroup at half time.

FINAL SCORE
ANUFC 2- 1 Gungahlin
SCORERS
Ranse Mclean
Alfred Chidembo

Put 'em Under
Pressure
Masters League 3 Round 8
ANUFC vs Gungahlin
Wanniassa 201
Sunday 6th September 9am
The Culchies started the second half brightly
and they were able to break down a lot of our
play from the middle of the park. They did
create a few chances up front but they never
really troubled our super keeper. We did get up
front in parts and the big man (Alfred
Chidembo) was able to somehow get on the
end of a half volley but was denied by the
upright. His efforts remained me of the
spectacular goal scored by Republic of Ireland’s
Ronnie Whelan v’s USSR in Euro 1988.
Shortly after that the other big lad (Nsangou
Issah) slotted the ball through to Afled but
again he was denied by the woodwork. (Sorry
no reference to Irish goal folklore here).
However those cute hoors did get a
constellation goal in the end to make it look like
there were in the game and were unlucky not to
equalize in the last minute with very poor effort
on goal before the final whistle.
Good outing for the lads, plenty of lessons
learned and we remain unbeaten and every
chance to top the league this season. I probably
should have brought a case of Guinness on
Sunday to be in keeping with the Irish theme, ah
shur, you know yourself.
- Tony Kelly
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GUIDELINES FOR SCUM
While submissions to the SCUM are designed to be satirical and humorous, the ANUFC committee
and SCUM editors have a responsibility to ensure that the SCUM is free from:
unwarranted personal attacks (inc. but not limited to, slander, vilification or defamatory
comments);
language that a reasonable person would find obscene, offensive, racist or sexist; and
anything that may be determined to be unreasonable or objectionable by the editors or
executive.
If you find something wrong within this publication, you can contact the editor of the SCUM at
scum@anufc.org.au, or lodge a complaint using the complaints policy available on our website.

STANDINGS NPL & SL
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STANDINGS CL & ML GOLDEN BOOT RACE
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2020 MATCH
REPORTS
NPL Round 5 v Brindabella (Jim Dawson) M1 Round 1 v Burns
NPL Round 5 v Brindabella (Jan Wojna)

M1 Round 2 v Gungahlin

SL2O Round 4 v ANU Blue

M1 Round 3 v UC

SL2O Round 5 v Belwest

M1 Round 4 v The Gods

SL2RB Round 3 v Weston

M1 Round 5 v Monaro

SL2RO Round 10 v ANU Blue

M1 Round 7 v BYE

SL3O Round 2 v Woden

M1 Round 8 v Burns

SL3O Round 10 v Belnorth

M1 Round 9 v Gungahlin

SL3RB Round 9 v Woden

M1 Round 10 v Weston

CLM4O Round 10 v ADFA

M3 Round 1 v Belnorth

CLM4W Round 7 v Weston

M3 Round 2 v Weston (James Prest)

MO45 Round 1 v Canberra FC

M3 Round 3 v Gungahlin

MO45 Round 2 v Woden

M3 Round 7 v Weston
M3 Round 8 v Gunaghlin (Tony Kelly)
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2020 COMMITTEE
PRESIDENT: HARRISON VLAHOS
VICE-PRESIDENT: JONATHAN SAUNDERS
TREASURER: DYLAN KIM
SECRETARY: ARTHUR TRELOAR
CAPITAL FOOTBALL LIAISON: GREG KELLY
ANU SPORT LIAISON: BRETT GRAHAM
MASTERS LIAISON: PETER PAPATHANISOU
NPL LIAISON: THOMAS CROSSLEY
EVENTS MANAGER: RYAN VICKERS
STATISTICS: THOMAS CUTLER
STUDENT ENGAGEMENT: DOMINIC LEAL SMITH

c/o ANU Sport
Building 19
North Road, ACTON ACT 2601
ABN: 14 338 276 791

